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Exhibition from 21- 28 March 2019

#65, Street 446, Sangkat Toul Tom Poung I, Phnom Penh

10AM-19PM, free entry

presented by 
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As a pedagogical two-part experience consisting of an exhibition and accompanying 
workshop, Urban Seam uses interactive technology as a learning tool to introduce 
Cambodia’s multifaceted urban history. Previously exhibited in Paris in 2018, this 
is a rare opportunity for Primary Voice to return to its origins and delve deeper into 
an examination of Cambodia’s collective urbanization. 

The Exhibition

March 21 - 28, 2019

With Urban Seam, Primary Voice introduces the everyday life of Cambodian factory 
workers and the global forces that shape their lives. Visitors will be engaged through 
the gestures and actions of workers via immersive workstations to become part of 
the daily life in an industrial economy.  

Urban Seam will not simply show you Phnom Penh, you will be in it. Like the factory 
workers, you will understand the process of the city’s development through their 
work. While you hammer, glue and sew—repeating the same gestures as the 
factory workers—documentary video footage is activated on the screen in front of 
you. Thanks to a little coding and some imagination, you explore a new everyday 
in a rapidly growing city. 

Urban Seam delves further by exploring the hidden social and urban connections 
that fuel one of the worlds fastest developing industrial economies. While unpacking 
over 150 years of international history related to industrial development—beginning 
with the establishment of a French protectorate in 1853 and tracing evolution of 
international investment including essential U.S. Government aid funded national 
infrastructure—Primary Voice reveals the capital city of Cambodia and the lives of 
its citizens through an urban lens. 

The Interactive workstations; glueing, hammering, sewing
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The Workshop

Saturday, March 23rd 8:30am-1pm 
#65, Street 446, Sangkat Toul Tom Poung I, Phnom Penh

Please join the Primary Voice Studio for Urban Seam_The Workshop on urban 
gestures to explore the city through new forms of media. 

After an introduction to the Urban Seam exhibition, we will discover how gestures 
speak to our past, present and future. With these thoughts in mind, we will then 
go for an urban scavenger’s hunt to capture this language of the city. Make sure 
to bring a camera (or a smartphone)!

The gestures you might see could be a vendor selling fruit, a hairdresser cutting 
hair, a barista making coffee, someone sweeping the street or a teenager dribbling 
a basketball, among the many on our streets. 

After this exploration, we will examine our discoveries and discuss what these 
gestures tell us about Phnom Penh. At the end of this workshop, we look forward to 
making a collage of our research together that will be displayed in the exhibition. 
In addition, we will select two ideas from this research to translate into new 
“workstations” in the Urban Seam exhibition.

We will end with a shared lunch and revel in Phnom Penh through new eyes.  During 
this workshop you will collaborate with your fellow citizens to influence the way 
the Primary Voice Studio presents Phnom Penh across the world.

`

© Sok Chanrado for Primary Voice, 2014
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© Sok Chanrado for Primary Voice, 2014

© Sok Chanrado for Primary Voice, 2014
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About

Primary Voice

Primary Voice is an interdisciplinary design studio that gives a voice to the invisible 
inhabitants in cities through interactive media. Started in 2014 by designer and 
urbanist Mikaela Kvan, the practice bears witness to radical urban transformations 
by documenting the lives of industrial workers as they move from their rural origins. 
In collaboration with filmmaker Sok Chan Rado, technologist Mathieu Eymeoud, 
and designer Jean-Alex Quach, Primary Voice presents here Urban Seam: the 
Making of a Cambodian City.

Primary Voice has previously been supported by the generousity of the 
India-China Institute at The New School and the Starr Foundation. 

Team

Mikaela Kvan is a designer and urbanist. She earned her bachelors degree in 
Urban Design from Parsons The New School for Design. In 2017 Mikaela started 
her studies in industrial design at ENSCI-Les Ateliers. She has published, exhibited 
and presented her work with Primary Voice in the USA and abroad.  

Sok Chanrado is a filmmaker based in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. He completed his 
training at SaSa Art Projects and Bophana Audiovisual Resource Center in Cambodia. 
He films has been presented in Phnom Penh, Tokyo, Singapore, Geneva, Paris and 
New York City. He has been working with Primary Voice since its beginning. 

Mathieu Eymeoud continues his training in industrial design at ENSCI-Les Ateliers 
after finishing a degree in information technology at the Paris Sorbonne. For 
Primary Voice he is collaborating in the development of a interactive and dynamic 
exhibition. 

Jean-Alex Quach is a student at ENSCI-Les Ateliers. He has worked as a volunteer 
designer for the world renown Cambodian NGO Friends. International based in 
Phnom Penh. Jean-Alex is collaborating in the development of this exhibitions 
graphic design.
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Currents
Phnom Penh Art & Urban Project

Co-curators: Pen Sereypagna and Vuth Lyno
Film Programmer: Daniel Mattes
Curatorial assistants: Diana Espiritu, Dom Sovandara, Pol Chantrea

A collaboration between: The Vann Molyvann Project, Sa Sa Art Projects, and 
Hyacinth Culture

Funded by: Taiwan National Culture and Arts Foundation, Rei Foundation Limited

Additional Support from ENSCI Les Ateliers, The U.S. Embassy Phnom Penh, 
University of New South Wales  and Design Tribe Projects

Hosting Partners: Alley Lane of Former Kim Son cinema, Pisan, Bophana, Cambodia 
Film Commission, Courtyard of former tan Par Apartment, Dumbaul, Hiroshima 
House, House #8B Street 308, Kon Leng Khnom, Legend Premium, Pannasastra 
University, Shophouse #65 Street 446, and Tini

Part of ‘Topography of Mirror Cities’, chief curator: Sandy Hsiu-Chih Lo
Currents considers flows of interactions that are forming and being formed around 
the urban structure. More than physical flows, Currents constitutes movements 
of ideas, dialogues, anxieties and desires. It looks at the communal and public 
spaces that shape our relationship among each other and with our neighbourhood 
and the city. It also considers how we remember the city through the way we build, 
dwell and move. In other words, Currents considers the mobility and convergence 
through which meaning of social relations, our subjectivities and the city are 
produced.

Employing currents as both a generative methodology and a conceptual framework, 
Currents activates these mobility and convergence through a series of exhibitions, 
performances, workshop, lecture, and film screening program, that take place 
in various kinds of spaces throughout Phnom Penh city. The interdisciplinary 
program brings together artists, architects, urbanists, performers, academics, 
students, filmmakers and city residents to engage, share, and propose the ways 
we understand the communities and the cities we inhabit and ourselves, which 
are still in a process of forming and being formed.
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Our Supporters

Many thanks to our crowdfunding supporters. especially to Mike Hash + Buck Waller, 
Jason Johnson + Nataly Gattegno, Hank + Julie Koning, the Eyméoud Family and the Kvan Family.

Contact Information

primaryvoice.expo@gmail.com
Mikaela Kvan / +33 6 58 80 89 15
Mathieu Eymeoud / +33 6 34 45 08 66
www.primaryvoice.org / @primaryvoice


